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UK Hotel Transactions Trends - 2021 
Full Year 2020

UK HOTEL INVESTMENT - 2020 REVIEW

 Government financial stimulus, combined with flexibility and support offered by lending banks have provided

a lifeline to hotel owners, without which significant levels of distressed assets would have come to market.

 Limited availability of stock on the market has resulted in resilience in pricing of hotel assets, with

competitive bidding taking place for quality, well located assets.

 Difficulties in obtaining debt amidst weak trading performance has acted as a significant barrier to entry for

many investors, yet provided opportunity for others. HNWI/Family offices, with over £1.1 billion of

investment, were the most active buyer type during 2020, choosing to deploy capital when they see fit and

taking a much longer-term perspective in their investments - creating generational wealth. HNWI/family

offices accounted for 88% of overseas investment.

 Economic disruption and restrictions on travel and social engagement has resulted in hotel investment being

severely curtailed, with a dearth in portfolio activity. Whilst overseas investment declined by 44%, Qatari,

Israeli, USA, Singaporean, Thai and European investors accounted for 63% of total UK investment.

Knight Frank has been one of the most 
active hotel agents in 2020.
HNWI, new entrants, long-term holders and 

overseas investors have all featured as active traits 

of  UK hotel buyers.

Image: The Red Lion Hotel, Henley, sold at a 7% yield in July 

2020 to a Singaporean investor. The proceeds of  the sale are 

to be used to reposition the vendor’s other hotel interests and 

redevelopment of  their serviced apartment business.

London

Number of Rooms Transacted 1,400                  

Av. Value per Room Sold* £495,000 (+33% v 2019)

Total Investment Volume £1.4 billion (-49% v 2019)

% of Total UK Investment 76%

London 10-Yr Average £1.9 billion

Overseas Investment £1.1 billion (+92% v 2019)

% of Total Overseas Investment 92%

Pre-Covid Q1 Investment Volume £1.3 billion

Q1 % of Total London Investment 91%

(*excludes The Ritz)

UK Regional

Number of Rooms Transacted 6,100                  

Av. Value per Room Sold £75,000 (-39% v 2019)

Total Investment Volume £427 million (-88% v 2019)

% of Total UK Investment 24%

Regional UK 10-Yr Average £2.4 billion

Overseas Investment £94 million (-94% v 2019)

% of Total Overseas Investment 22%

Pre-Covid Q1 Investment Volume £206 million

Q1 % of Total Regional UK Investment 48%

Total UK Hotel Investment

Number of Rooms Transacted 7,500                  

Av. Value per Room Sold* £153,000 (-12% v 2019)

Total Investment Volume £1.8 billion (-70% v 2019)

Pre-Covid Q1 Investment Volume £1.5 billion

Q1 % of Total UK Hotel Investment 81%
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UK Hotel Transactions Trends - 2021 

WHO WERE THE SELLERS? – 2020

 Shareholder disagreement / non-alignment of interest

 Retirement Sales

 Divestment of non-core assets to support the main business objectives

 Over leveraged assets requiring equity injection, lack of funds force a sale

 Cash burn and cash drain as a result of cash-flow pressures

 Developers agreeing forward funding/commitment terms on selective development projects
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Fig 1: UK Total Hotel Investment Volumes 2007-2020  
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FUTURE TRENDS - 2021

 Potential for sellers to bring assets to 

market in Q1, taking advantage of  the 

limited sales opportunities.

 Cashflows to come under increased 

pressure from Q1 onwards, as government 

support is curtailed,  resulting in 

increased stock availability from Q2.

 Increase in off-market sales anticipated, as 

consensual sales are likely to gather pace, 

as well as certain assets likely to come to 

market that would not have done so, had 

the pandemic not occurred. 

 Consumer confidence improves as vaccine 

rollout progresses, leading to improved 

visibility in terms of  trading outlook. 

Improved investor confidence and an 

increase in debt availability is likely to 

follow.    

Domestic leisure demand, fuelled by strong 

pent-up demand, combined with long-term 

structural growth for destination/experiential 

travel is anticipated in 2021 and beyond.

Knight Frank agreed the sale of  Barnsdale

Hall Hotel in Rutland, a country resort, at the 

height of  the first lockdown. Strong 

staycation demand will support growth in 

trading, as the UK hotel sector’s recovery 

gathers momentum.
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Fig 2: Regional UK Hotel Transactions 2020
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INVESTMENT OUTLOOK

 The UK and London in particular, will continue to attract strong demand for hotel investment once the

pandemic eases and once international borders and airways re-open. Similar to previous downturns, the UK

hotel industry will survive. Risk diversification can be achieved through ownership of a range of different

asset classes.

 Once the mass rollout of the vaccine begins, H2-2021 will see a marked change in attitude, with improving

consumer confidence which in turn will boost hotel investment. Following a period of dramatic cost cutting

strategies in 2020, the focus will turn to revenue generation and increasing market share, through

innovation and adapting to changing customer demands.

 Leniency of lenders will almost certainly fade in the coming months ahead, but support backing owners

growth ambitions will depend more on an owner’s successful track record, their handling of the business

during the crisis and the asset being well-invested and well located.

 Initial hotel investment activity in 2021 is likely to be driven by opportunistic investors buying from

distressed or consensual sellers. Certain owners may refrain from selling their assets until the market

improves, choosing instead to terminate operators where possible and changing brands.

 Availability of capital and performance of the sector as a whole, will impact on transaction volumes and the

price paid for individual assets. Once the tiered restrictions ease and hotels can put behind them the forced

closures, liquidity in the marketplace is likely to increase at a healthy pace, but not expected to return to

previous highs until 2023/24.

 Macro-economic variables will play a significant role in the recovery of the sector. The depth and duration

of an economic recession will impact greatly on recovery of the MICE and corporate markets.

 Navigating the emerging and unique opportunities presented by this crisis and the period following Brexit

transition, may serve to strengthen investor appetite - with the UK hotel sector known to recover strongly

from the bottom of economic cycles and benefit from a diverse and global investor base.
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